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Seamless import management 

from beginning to end with A365

A365 automotive import management features
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A365's import management feature is an 
all-encompassing tool that addresses every facet 
of the import process. It provides comprehensive 
support, simplifying the import process and 
ensuring compliance with international operating 
standards. The platform promotes efficient 
communication between your management 
teams and global partners, streamlining 
international collaboration and ensuring smooth 
import operations. 

Warranty management and maintenance 
processes are elevated, enhancing the value of 
each imported item and ensuring exceptional 
after-sales experiences. Import operations 
can experience minimized downtime, as A365 
is meticulously designed to ensure peak 
operational efficiency, making sure your vehicles 
are always available when needed.



A365 automotive import management 

functionality coverage 

Import management 

Multiple variety management

Handle diverse vehicle makes, models, and 

configurations effectively.

Order handling

Streamline parts orders and distribution for 

quick processing.

Vendor relations

Streamline vendor relationships and 

communication seamlessly.

Payment automation

Automate the processing of claim payments 

for efficiency.

Dealer approvals

Efficiently handle dealer pre-work approvals 

and processes.

Integration framework

Seamlessly integrate claims into your workflow 

for efficiency.

Supplier catalogs

Effectively manage supplier catalogs and part 

sourcing.

Logistics mastery

Effectively control the shipment of vehicles.

Vehicle transfers

Facilitate the smooth transfer of vehicles 

between locations.

Workflow efficiency

Streamline claims workflow and approvals for 

quick processing.

Recall management

Effectively manage OEM bulletins and vehicle 

recalls.

Supersession management

Handle multi-level parts supersessions with 

precision.

Returns efficiency

Manage parts refunds and advanced returns 

with ease.

Price management

Efficiently oversee vehicle sales pricing and 

variations.

Claims management

Handle both inbound and outbound claims 

with precision.

Bulk procurement

Manage bulk vehicle purchases and logistics 

efficiently.

Consignment handling

Manage consignment stock with precision and 

ease.

Accessory control

Manage vehicle accessories and attachments 

with precision.

Service contracts

Simplify service agreement management for 

seamless maintenance operations.

Quality inspection

Conduct arrival inspections to ensure vehicle 

quality standards.

Claim history

Maintain a detailed history of warranty claims 

for reference.

Claim analytics

Gain insights through comprehensive warranty 

claim analytics and reporting.

Incentive programs

Implement dealer incentive programs 

seamlessly for motivation and growth.

Data insights

Gain valuable insights through comprehensive 

procurement data and analytics tools.

Serialized inventory

Utilize serialized inventory tracking for 

precision and control.

Parts classification

Classify parts efficiently with advanced 

classification tools.

Warranty tracking

Streamline warranty management for vehicles.

Automated validation

Automatically validate claims for accuracy and 

efficiency.

Inventory tracking

Track inventory in real-time for accurate 

management.

Dealer access

Offer a dedicated dealer portal for streamlined 

information access.
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